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This book will give you focus and help you prioritize your preparation.Do it like the professionals.
In the Green Berets, an Area Study was the first thing we did before going to any Area of
Operations. Everyone’s situation is different. We’re different individuals. We have varying
households and situations. We live in unique places with varying climates, terrain, and possible
natural and man-made disasters. Thus, before we begin to ‘prepare’, we must know what we’re
preparing for and what we’re working with.By doing a good Area Study, you save time and
money because you’ve focused on your priorities. You need to know your assets and your
threats. You also have to get the right supplies, training, and gear for your specific
situation.Filling out the workbook with your family can be a fun experience, by seeing your home
and the world around you with a different and uique perspective.This step-by-step workbook
shows you how to evaluate yourself, the people around you, your work, your school and your
Area of Operations. it is the precursor to any serious preparation and a companion to The Green
Beret Preparation and Survival Guide.
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AuthorCopyright1INTRODUCTIONThe Area Study focuses your preparation efforts and saves
time & money. An Area Study will not only help you prepare, it will also make you much more
aware of your situation and improve your quality of life. It assesses your own, and your team’s,
assets and liabilities. It can be useful not only in preparation, but in choosing where to live as our
environment is changing around us.Once you begin doing this you will look at the world around
you differently, with more awareness.Everyone’s situation is unique. We’re different individuals.
We have varying households/situations. We live in places with differing climate, terrain, and
potential natural and man-made disasters. Thus, before we begin to ‘prepare’, we must know
what specifically we’re preparing for and what we’re working with.By doing a good Area Study,
you save time and money because you’ve focused on your priorities. You need to know your
assets and your threats. You also have to get the right supplies, training, and gear for your
specific situation.When my Special Forces A-Team received a mission packet while in Isolation,
the first thing we did was an Area Study. We had to understand where we were going and how
that impacted the mission.The two team engineers, commonly called the demolitions men,
would look at the terrain and infrastructure not only in terms of how to blow things up, such as
bridges, but also with the view of how they would build. Where they would put a base camp and
defenses. How they would help local farmers with irrigation or sink a well.The two
communications sergeants would be considering the area in terms of radio and satellite
transmissions as well as less technical aspects such as neighborhood networks. They would set
up and maintain communication among the team members, particularly in case of
emergencies.The medics would look at the area’s health profile, diseases, flora and fauna for
what could hurt us or make us sick, and also what supplies we needed to take for ourselves and
to help the local population.The intelligence sergeant would be considering potential enemy
threats as well as those who might assist us.The weapons sergeants would be factoring fields of
fire for various weapons systems, along with defensive positions.My team sergeant would be
considering routes in and out.Together, we would all work on the mission. And then, prior to
departing Isolation to infiltrate and conduct the mission, the team would ‘briefback’ the
commander with the plan.This planning is what makes Special Forces elite.This is what we all
need to do where we live, work and go to school. This process is what you will do in this
workbook with the mission being preparation and survival.Following is an overview of what we
will work on in this book:We’ll work outside in. What that means is we start with your Area of
Operations, examining climate and terrain, then potential natural and man-made disasters,
cover disaster checklists, then zero in on our your family/team, home, work and school. Finally,



we’ll cover preparation in terms of a grab-n-go bag based on what you now know, bugging out,
and finally notes on scavenging and sustainment.Area Studies can have non-emergency uses,
such as if we’re considering moving to a new place. An Area Study can provide valuable
decision-making data. Given climate change, there are many locales where purchasing a home
or starting a business might not be a smart idea.Evaluate your Area of Operations in terms of
climate and terrain.You want to examine your environment for a lot of things. What can harm
you? What can help you? What can hide you? What are your enabling factors? What are your
disabling factors? What is the terrain and how can it help you or hamper you in movement?
What and where are the roads, trails, rail lines, tunnels, etc. What effect does your environment
have on you? What are choke points, particularly river crossings, mountain passes, bridges and
tunnels?Then you must be concerned with the man-made and natural events you should
prepare for in order of likelihood.80% of natural disasters include flooding. Do you live in a flood
zone? Would you be cut off if your area floods? Note that there are many areas that were not in
flood zones just a few years ago, that are now included. A new map as of 2020 includes 6 million
more homes than previously mapped.There are also man-made disasters. Here is a partial list:
Car accident, boat/ferry accident, train/subway accident, tall building evacuation, fire, power
outage, burglary, robbery, carjacking, civil unrests/riots, firearms accidents, nuclear power plant
accident, nuclear weapons, biological weapons and infectious diseases, chemical weapons/
accident, and industrial accident.What industries are in your area? Are your power lines buried?
What are you downwind, downstream of? What toxic materials and/or gases would be emitted if
there was an accident? Is there a rail line or waterway near you? What is transported on those
trains/barges? Where is the closest nuclear power plant and/or storage area? Are there labs in
your area that work with dangerous biological agents? What about the local university? Are you
in the flood zone of a dam or levee breaking?This is just the beginning. But by answering these
questions you will begin to frame the priority of preparation. This will determine your plans and
what supplies and equipment you need. Of course, there are baseline survival supplies every
household should have, such as water, first aid kit, emergency radio, etc. but beyond that, an
Area Study will give focus.Yourself and your team: What special skills and background do you
have? The people on your team? The key is to know what you can and can’t do, and what those
around you can and can’t do. These skills include medical, military, gardening, hunting, survival
training and experience, pilot, boat operation, camping, weapons, cooking, land navigation,
swimming, communication (personal and technical), construction, problem solving, fire starting,
knot tying, the list goes on and on. It also includes the physical condition of yourself and your
team members.Evaluate your home, work and school in a way you haven’t before. What are the
dangers that need to fixed? What preparation needs to be done? What plans need to be made?
We’ll cover preparation checklists. Getting a Grab-n-Go tailored for you. Discuss the factors to
decide whether you should stay or go? Emergency route planning. How to cache.Finally, there
will be an overview of scavenge and sustain. What is scavenging. What to focus on using your
Area Study.Glossary of terms used:AREA OF OPERATIONS refers to the area around you. This



includes your home, work, and school. It expands or contracts depending on the circumstances.
If you’re traveling, your AO goes with you. Envision it as a bubble surrounding you with a link
back to your home.A-TEAM refers to the people you will be with during an emergency/disaster.
In Special Forces, the core operational element is the A-Team. For many of us that means our
family. For others, it could be a group of people we’ve coordinated with beforehand. In an
emergency it could also be the people we’re trapped with. I use this term instead of constantly
referring to family/team/friends.IRP stands for Immediate Rally Point. This is a point outside of
your home/work/school where your team can gather if they have to evacuate for some reason.
The most likely reason for this would be if there was a fire. It needs to be a place that’s easily
identifiable and not far from the home/work/school and everyone can find in the dark.It’s also the
place where your A-Team will rendezvous if they can’t go into the home/work/school for
whatever reason, but need to assemble from other locations, such as school and/or work.A
street intersection works well. Or a nearby building.ERP stands for Emergency Rally Point. It is
where everyone will assemble if they can’t get to the home or IRP. This is also where your A-
Team will rendezvous if they have to evacuate the home/work/school during a moderate or
extreme emergency and have to stay remote for at least a day or more, with the possibility of not
returning to the home.It also stands for a designated spot where you will gather while on the
move or in a base camp and have to disperse. If you are away from your home, every time you
stop, you should designate an ERP. Even if on vacation at a resort, designate a place where
everyone will link up if a disaster strikes. Think about those caught in the 2004 Tsunami while on
vacation and how difficult it was for those scattered family members to unite.BOHS stands for
Bug Out Hide Site and is for extreme emergencies where you’ve had to leave your home for an
extended period and possibly don’t plan on going back. It refers to being on the move and
wherever you may stop, either temporarily or permanently, depending on the extent of the
emergency and threats. A When to Bug Out checklist is covered near the end.GnG stands for
Grab-n-Go bag. It is the single best preparation thing you can get.GBPSG stand for The Green
Beret Preparation and Survival Guide, the companion book to this workbook. I don’t want to
duplicate much of the material from that book as it will clutter up the workbook. Some duplication
is inevitable as do I cover the Area Study in it, although in much less detail. Also, I cover
preparation and action in places in this workbook.Three Levels of Emergencies.There are three
levels of survival situations. They are also the order of what is most likely to happen. Our
immediate goal is be prepared for a mild emergency. This is the base level. When needed, I will
indicate what you should look for in higher levels. This is particularly true in the preparations you
should make for specific threats in your AO and once you determine what assets you have.Mild:
We experience some discomfort from our normal routine for no more than 48 hours, but it is not
life threatening. Example: Our power goes off for a day or two.Moderate: We experience a large
change from our normal routine, either natural or man-made, which is not immediately life
threatening but has the potential to become so if not dealt with, and/or it continues. Example:
Our power goes off for five days or more. Our car slides off the road and we are trapped inside. A



powerful hurricane is approaching. A moderate earthquake strikes.Extreme: A catastrophic
natural or man-made event that immediately threatens our life and the lives of all around us, and
if it continues, will be a constant threat. Example: A massive tsunami hits our coastal town. A
tornado destroys our home. Nuclear, biological and chemical accident or warfare or terrorist
attack. A powerful earthquake. The collapse of civilization. A pandemic with a high transmission
and kill rate (BTW—COVID-19 will not be the last pandemic). Assume the worst until the
situation stabilizes.Level of emergency depends on how widespread it is, how severe, how long
it lasts, and how long it takes society to recover, if at all. Bear in mind that there are too many
variables to make definitive parameters, so we are working off a shifting template.Some extreme
emergencies could be very short in duration. For example a severe car crash. A mild emergency
that continues, might have a severe, long-term effect, such as a drought that doesn’t abate.
There could be a slow economic failure that will cover years. A mild emergency for one person
could be extreme for someone else—for example a hornet sting is painful and irritating for one
person but life-threatening for someone who has an adverse reaction. That is why the Area
Study is so important.Something to keep in mind is the possibility of a widespread disaster that
precludes help arriving from outside your Area of Operations. We have not experienced one of
those in the United States—yet.There are questions and checklists throughout. These are
compiled at the end in Appendix A.What is very useful, before filling everything out, is looking
through Appendix B where I have done my own Area Study for where I currently live and added
some notes. I have many key links where you can find information. A lot can be uncovered on the
Internet, but you are also going to have to break the map out and check out your AO.If you want
to download the Area Study Workbook questions and checklist you can do so in word.doc or
pdf:Word:PDF:If that doesn’t work for you, email at bob@bobmayer.com and let me know
whether you want the word.doc or the pdf2YOUR AREA OF OPERATIONSDo an overview of
your Area of Operations: That’s a fancy way of saying the area around your home, your work,
your school, etc. Generally, consider it the geographic area in which you live.Let’s start with a
summary and then get into specific questions you need to answer. A lot of this information
seems like common sense and you already know it, but examining it with the perspective of
preparation and survival will highlight things you might not have considered before.Take a look at
the general area in which you live. The United States has a wide range of climates and terrain.
From the wetlands of Florida to the arid open spaces of Nevada. From the depths of Death
Valley to the peaks of the Rockies. Elevation can make a huge difference in the same area—
hikers die every summer on Mount Washington in New Hampshire as they go from moderate
temperatures to a tundra climate at 6,288 feet. It’s important to understand the combination of
factors that influence climate and terrain and will affect you in your planning. Not just in your Area
of Operations but in route planning.Let’s begin with climate, then move onto terrain.We’ll
consider the following: What is the over-riding terrain where you live? Desert? Tropical?
Wetlands? Mountainous? High plains? Coastal? What is the climate, which is the long term
weather pattern of your AO?CLIMATEI realize that depending on how you’re reading this (print in



black and white; or on a table that doesn’t give color) it is hard to delineate. Thus, I give links to
all maps that you can see directly. Perhaps read this book with your cell phone or color tablet
handy and use the camera on the QR codes to open the links.To get a more accurate reading,
go toWhat is the climate in your Area of Operations?What special considerations and priorities
do you need to have in that climate?For example, in the Southwest, water is a much higher
priority than in the east. In higher elevations, shelter becomes more important.Rainfall and snow:
Consider the extreme effects either way. Drought is a lack of water. Floods are too much water. It
is not unusual these days to go from one extreme to the other in a short period of time.How
much precipitation does your Area of Operations get annually?Here is an interactive map that
can tell you how much by county:Double click on your county to get a data total and broken
down by season.Is your precipitation seasonal?Change in precipitation in the last 30 years:
(Courtesy NY Times)This diagram is important to think about, because it shows how
precipitation is changing. Roughly, the west is becoming drier, while the east is becoming wetter.
This has consequences.Note, for example, the Houston area is getting much wetter. The city is
experiencing more floods.The center of Arizona, on the other hand, is getting drier. I have
serious concerns about the water situation there.To get a better idea for the future, here is an
interactive map, predicting how precipitation will change in the next thirty years with unmitigated
climate change:How is precipitation changing in your Area of Operations?Project that forward
and assume in whichever direction it’s gone, it will keep going in that direction.How will that
change in precipitation affect you?It can be as simple as modifying how you garden and what
you plant each year.Where does your community draw its drinking water from?How sustainable
is that water supply? What is your community’s water sustainment plan? Does it draw from an
aquifer? Is the level steady or declining? If the water comes from rivers fed by a snowpack, what
is the status of that snowpack?The map above shows unusual hot and cold weather in 2021.
Expect more of the same.Seasonal effect of weather: There are places where weather can
change drastically in just a day. When we lived in Colorado there was a saying: If you don’t like
the weather, just wait. It will be different in a couple of days. It’s not just seasonal, also consider
altitude.What are the average seasons in your AO?Temperature: What are the extremes and
norms?If you’ve lived somewhere for several years, you probably have a good feel for this.
However, if you are new to an area, take some time to study .Solar Power By SunlightSolar
power is gaining in popularity. However, the efficiency of it depends on where you live. For those
in the Pacific Northwest, it’s not really a viable option.ColdIt’s interesting that the coldest day of
the year tends to be earlier in the west than the east.To get specific data via an interactive web
site go to:Median first frost and freeze?Median last frost and freeze?Hottest month?Coldest
month?Heaviest rain/snow?Driest month?What are the temperature extremes in your Area of
Operations?How often does the weather change?Is there a large change from daytime to night?
Often in the desert or at high elevation, there can be significant temperature deviations between
day and night.For more on climate, go to this web site by NOAA:It has key information on climate
and special events, such as drought and floods.TERRAINThis could be mountainous, prairie,



mountains, coastal, swamp, etc. For those in urban areas, terrain is rarely considered, but once
out of a city, terrain rules. Even in urban areas, terrain needs to be evaluated. For example, four
of the five counties that constitute New York City are islands. Most cities were founded because
of the terrain, whether it be a harbor, river junction or trade routes.In the military, terrain was one
of the key factors we had to consider when making plans.If you live in a forested area, have you
ever tried moving cross-country in it? After doing survival training in the deep woods of Maine,
one can easily understand why Stephen King writes horror. It is almost impossible to travel
through some forests in Maine because of the deadfall. A woman died after getting off the
Appalachian Trail a short distance in Maine and was unable to find the trail again. The same is
true of the Pacific Northwest. The first time you try moving through nature shouldn’t be the
survival situation. Get off the path and see how tough the going is in the land around you.If you
live in a desert area, don’t assume cross-country movement is easy. The last place to be
mapped in the continental United States was eastern Utah because the terrain is so difficult to
travel through.A very useful web site for points of interest, both natural and man-made is:Many
of the things you are looking for in this Area Study can be found there including: canals, springs,
falls, rapids, lakes, harbors, reservoirs, swamps, craters, cliffs, gaps, islands, arches, bridges,
dams, military posts, wells, tunnels, trails, towers, mines, and more.Overview and Maps Of Area
Of OperationWrite up a brief overview of the terrain of your Area of Operations:While we rely on
GPS, it’s essential to have physical maps for backups.___ Get a road atlas for each carRand
McNally Road Atlas.___ Get a topographic atlas of your StateDeLorme Tennessee Atlas &
Gazetteer:___ For GPS, I recommend the. GAIA AppThe ability to use different map layers is
invaluable.ElevationWhat is the elevation of your Area of Operations?Does the elevation change
significantly within one hundred miles in your AO? Elevation is key because mountains can be
an obstacle. On the other end, low-lying areas are subject to floods and the rise in the oceans.If
you live in or near mountains, consider how they affect the climate and also travel.When we lived
on Whidbey Island, it fascinated me how isolated the city of Seattle is by land because of
surrounding mountains. There are only a handful of roads into the Seattle area, particularly from
the east through the Cascades. And even to the south, coming up from Oregon, your routes are
limited.The same is true for Los Angeles and San Diego, where the San Andreas fault and the
mountains are to the east and could easily isolate those areas by land. Recently, Vancouver and
a large portion of British Columbia was cut off from the rest of Canada by flooding.When you
look at mountain ranges, what are the routes through them?Look not only for the usual paved
roads but forest roads and trails. Also, look for routes that could be negotiated on foot, by bike, or
motorcycle. This is especially critical when considering emergency routes, as noted later.What is
the orientation of the mountain ranges or hills in your area?Is there any specific peak that can be
used for navigation and orientation? Places like Longs Peak or Pikes Peak in Colorado can be
seen at great distances. Pilot Peak in Utah. Mount Rainier in Washington State. Even in the east,
there are certain mountains that are distinctive.How does the terrain and vegetation change as
you go up in elevation?How does temperature and weather change as you change elevation?



WaterRivers and streams.What are the main rivers, streams, and direction of flow in your AO?
Major Inland Waterways of the United StatesWhat is downstream?What is upstream? Especially
consider polluters, levees and dams.Are they navigable? To what size of vessels?Where are the
marinas?Where, in an emergency might you find boats?Are there islands in the rivers that you
could use as a BOHS?Are there key river/stream junctions that could give you a reference point?
Serve as your anchor point in communication?Are there any natural springs in your Area of
Operations?Locate all bridges, and other crossing points; fords if they exist. Are there ferries?
Remember, bridges are choke points. In extreme emergencies expect unsavory elements to use
this to their advantage. Sometimes they may be blocked or even destroyed.For rivers and
streams, understand the water system. This can help in determining location and direction.
Rivers can be a route of transportation or an obstacle.What is the natural water drainage system
in your area?What are the characteristics of rivers and streams, including widths, currents,
banks, depths, kinds of bottoms, and obstacles?How can you cross rivers and streams?Note
seasonal variations, such as dry beds, and the possibility of flash floods. The rockier the ground,
the more likely the possibility of flash floods.A creek can turn into a raging torrent in the spring
when the snow pack melts. The Tennessee River drops in the winter as the TVA lowers the water
level via dams to prevent flooding. While obvious in retrospect, I researched why and the answer
is simple: in winter the vegetation does not absorb as much water as in summer when it rains,
thus flooding can occur quicker, so they lower the river.How has engineering affected your water
system?Dams? Levees in the area? What if they fail? Are you in the path of the breach?
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Joyce M., “Informative Book. Very enlightening book. I'm learning a lot of things that I never
thought about.”
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